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0. Introduction 
The use of 3-valued logic leads to a good approximation of the intended meaning 
of a logic program, as shown in [8,9] (see also [5,6] for a different approach). Our 
assertion is supported by the strong results obtained in the mentioned papers. In 
particular, in [9], it is author proved that completeness of SLDNF-resolution and 
NAF-rule holds (in a 3-valued setting) for any allowed program and any allowed 
query clause. Moreover, every 3-valued completeness result can be 2-valued 
rephrased whenever we deal with a class of logic programs for which the 3-valued 
and the 2-valued logical consequence coincide on sentences of the form V+ and 
134, where 4 is a finite conjunction of literals. A condition under which the above 
situation holds is strictness. 
Strictness enables Kunen to improve the 2-valued completeness theorem in [2], 
by dropping the additional hypothesis of strutijication of the program imposed by 
Cavedon (see [2] or [3]). The reader is referred to [I] for a detailed account on 
stratified programs. We only notice that neither strictness implies stratification nor 
vice versa, as can be easily proved. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a sufficient condition (well-behuvedness) 
which the atoms which violate strictness in a semi-strict and allowed program must 
satisfy in order to ensure completeness of SLDNF-refutation and NAF-rule with 
respect to 2-valued logic. As in [9], the completeness follows by proving, under the 
previous assumptions on a program, the coincidence of the 2-valued and 3-valued 
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logical consequences of the completion of the program. So a conjecture of complete- 
ness formulated in [2] has been partly solved. 
Well-behavedness requires atoms which violate strictness to be SLDNF-decidable, 
namely they must have either an SLDNF-refutation or an SLDNF-finite failure tree. 
Clearly, our completeness result is a strengthening of Kunen’s two valued complete- 
ness theorem mentioned above since, as can be immediately checked, strictness 
implies both semi-strictness (see Definitions 1.1 and 1.2) and (trivially) well- 
behavedness. 
The converse is not true. It is not hard to furnish examples of semi-strict nonstrict 
programs which satisfy the condition of well-behavedness. A very simple one is 
given by the following propositional program: p+ q; p+lq; q. 
Admittedly, well-behavedness cannot be easily checked, so it would be interesting 
to give some easier conditions sufficient to ensure completeness of SLDNF-resolution 
and NAF-rule in a 2-valued setting, On the other hand, we share Cavedon’s opinion 
(see [2]) that it is also interesting to narrow the gap between the class of programs 
for which SLDNF-resolution and NAF-rule are known to be complete and the class 
for which the completeness actually holds. The present work is in the latter direction. 
The structure of the paper is the following: Section 1 will be devoted to the logic 
and logic programming background. In Section 2, a preliminary result concerning 
unification is presented. In Section 3, the completeness result is proved and a 
remarkable consequence of it is discussed: the possibility of using the programming 
construct of if-then-else whenever the “if” condition is SLDNF-decidable. The 
reader is assumed to be familiar with the contents of [8,9]. 
1. Syntax and semantics 
For the logic and model-theoretic background, the reader is referred to respectively 
[7] and [4]. Sections 2 and 3 in [9] are also recommended. Our notation and 
terminology will mostly follow the above references to which we will appeal for 
most of the details. In the sequel we will introduce some additional notation and, 
for completeness, we will briefly recall the main definitions. On will denote the 
class of ordinal numbers. 
Throughout this paper we will use both ordinary 2-valued logic and Kleene’s 
3-valued logic with truth values t (true), f (false) and u (undefined), together with 
Lukasiewicz’s truth table for “e” (see [7] or [9]). According to such a truth table, 
if u and w are in {t, f, II}, u e w is t iff u = w, f otherwise. bi will be used for logic 
consequence in i-valued logic, i = 2 or 3. If P is a logical program, then camp(P) 
will denote its Clark’s completion. 
We will assume our language L defined in advance (not all L-symbols might be 
used in P). VAR, PRED, TERM, STRi are the sets of L-variables, L-predicate 
symbols, L-terms and the class of i-valued L-structures (i = 2 or 3) respectively. HU 
and HB stand for the Herbrand universe and the Herbrand base of J? 
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In the sequel we shall often commit the abuse of saying predicate (variable, 
constant, function) in place of predicate (variable, constant, function) symbol. If 
p, q E PRED, p D q means that there exists a clause with p occurring in the head 
and q occurring in the body. 2 is the reflexive and transitive closure of D. > is 
the strict partial order defined by p > q esp 2 q and not q 2 p. = is the equivalence 
relation defined by p = q ep 2 q and q 2 p. 
We also need the notion of signed dependency D,, where i takes the value +l or 
-1. p D+, q (p D_, q)ethere exists a clause with p occurring in the head and at 
least one (negated) occurrence of q in the body. 
D, is extended as follows: 2; is the least relation on PRED such that 
P z+, p and (p b,q and q a,r) + p ar_, r, 
where i, Jo {-1, +l}. 
Definition 1.1. A program P is strict if for no predicate symbol p and q in PRED 
we have p s+, q and p z-, q. 
Definition 1.2. A program P is semi-shict if for no predicate symbol p in PRED 
we have p a-, p. 
It is easy to check that the above definition is equivalent to say that for p, q in 
PREDweneverhavep=q,p~+,qandp~_,q. 
Definition 1.3. A subset II of PRED is downward closed iff for all p E 17 and 
q E PRED, q s p implies q E 17. 
Definition 1.4. Let IT G PRED. A signing for P is a map S : II + (-1, +l} such that 
ifp, qE17andp aiq then S(p)=S(q)*i. 
Definition 1.5. A program is allowed if, for every clause, every variable occurring 
in the clause occurs in at least one positive literal in the body. 
Definition 1.6. Let 0 be a subset of PRED. B o,A is the set of all closed instances 
on the domain 4 of predicate symbols in 0. 
Given an L-preinterpretation A with domain ~4, we will find it convenient to 
identify any interpretation of L-predicate symbols with a subset of BpReD,*. Notice 
that the relation of signed dependence zI, i E (-1, +l}, relative to a given program 
P that has been defined above can be easily extended to a relation between atomic 
formulas and also to a relation between elements of B,,,,,, where A is any 
L-preinterpretation with domain &. 
A further extension of 2, is given by the following definition. 
Definition 1.7. Let $ be the body of a clause and C any atom. For i E { - 1, +1} we 
let + 3, C iff there exists some atom D for which at least one of the following holds: 
(a) there exists a positive occurrence of D in rj~ and D zi C; 
(b) there exists a negative occurrence of D in $ and D s-j C. 
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Of course, the previous definition can be given also for clauses and atoms 
instantiated on the domain of some L-preinterpretation. We shall always assume 
that alphabetic changes have been tacitly made in order to avoid conflicts and/or 
repetitions of variables, whenever necessary. In the sequel, we shall also use boldface 
letters to denote finite sequences of terms of the appropriate length (e.g., t for 
(t,, . . . , t,), for some n). If L is a literal, pred(L) will denote the predicate symbol 
occurring in L. 
Definition 1.8. An atom A is an anti-instance of another atom A’ if A’ is an instance 
of A. We say that A is a least common anti-instance of a (possibly infinite) set A of 
atoms having all the same predicate symbol if 
(i) A is an anti-instance of each element of A and 
(ii) any other atom satisfying (i) is an anti-instance of A. 
It can be shown (see [ 111) that an lea of a set, if existing, is unique up to variable 
renaming, so in the sequel we will commit the abuse of speaking of the least common 
anti-instance of a set A of atoms and we will denote it by lea(A). 
Definition 1.9. Let A be a set of atoms. We define L(A) as follows: Let p E PRED. 
Let A,, = {A E A: pred(A) = p}, and anti,, = lca(A,). Then L(A) = {anti,,: p is a predi- 
cate symbol occurring in A}. 
2. Some results on unification 
In this section we will prove a preliminary result on unification and examine 
some of its consequences for chains of dependencies between atoms relative to any 
preinterpretation that, under a suitable interpretation of equality, is a mode1 of the 
equality theory of camp(P), for a given program l? 
The reader is referred to [ll] for some of the definitions used in this section. 
According to the notation introduced in Section 1, from here on we will use I=2,J 
to mean satisfiability with respect to both 2- and 3-valued logic. 
Theorem 2.1. Let C be any finite set of equations in the language of a given program 
P and let A be any preinterpretation on domain Op that is a model of the theory of 
equality of comp( P) (see [lo]). Let x be the set of free variables occurring in 2. Then 
the following are equivalent. 
(9 A k W/I z); 
(ii) 2 is satisfiable in the preinterpretation based on the Herbrand domain; 
(iii) I has an mgu on the Herbrand domain. 
Moreover, let u be “the” mgu of the set Z. Then for every assignment of values to 
variables 7: VAR + & such that A kz,i (A 2)(x7) there exists 7’: VAR + ti such that, 
for every term t occurring in some equation of 2, A k2,3 (tr = tar’). 
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Remark 2.1. Here and in the sequel we have conformed ourselves to the widely 
used notation XT for TX. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (ii)e(iii) and (ii)*(i) are immediate. 
Let us prove (i)+(ii). Let 0 : VAR + Sp be an assignment of values to variables 
for which (i) holds. Since A is a model of the equality theory of camp(P), we can 
apply to 10 the solved form algorithm described in [ll] in the following way: 
Nondeterministically choose an equation from the set 20 to which a numbered step 
applies. The action taken by the algorithm is determined by the form of the equation. 
(1) (f(t1,. . . , cl) =f(s,, . . . , s,))B:replacebytheequations(t,=si)8,i= 1,. . ., n; 
(2) (xi = x,)0, where xi is a variable: delete the equation; 
(3) (t = x,)0, where t is not a variable: replace by the equation (x, = t)B; 
(4) (xi = t)O, where r is not xi and x, has another occurrence in the set of equations: 
replace xie by t0 in every other equation. 
Notice that since (i) holds, the algorithm terminates when no step can be applied. 
Correctness of the solved form algorithm [ll, Theorem 3.11 implies that we get a 
set of equations EO in solved form such that 
Since there is a l-l correspondence between mgus and solved form equation sets 
for a set of equations (see [ll, Theorem 4.8]), it follows that, by interpreting the 
equations in solved form (without taking care of the instantiations on &) as a unifier 
on the Herbrand domain, we get an mgu u of the set _Z. 
Let us now prove the second part. Let 7: VAR -+ ~4 be such that A k2,3 (A 2)(x7). 
By choosing any 7’ such that +r(parameters of the solved form) = T, we realize 
immediately that for every t occurring in some equation of E, A b2,3 (b- = tm’). 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let P be a program, A a preinterpretation on domain ~4 that is a model 
of the equality theory ofcomp( P). Let ~,,(a,) D. . . bp,, (a,,) be a chain of immediate 
dependencies on & relative to the program P deriving from the following sequence of 
closed instances on ti of clauses of P: 
+. . . , PI(&), . . .)[x,lhl; 
+ * . . , P*(G), . . .)[XJbzl; 
(P+,(&I) +. . . , P,(C), . . .Hxnlbnl; 
where Xi is the set of free variables occurring in the i-th instance and, without loss 
of generality, we can assume the xi’s to be pairwise disjoint; 
(h[x,lbdA = a,; 
(ti[Xilbil)A = ai, i=l,...,n; 
(t,[x,/bi])A = (s,[xi+,/bi+,])A, i = 1,. . , n - 1. 
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Then the above chain can be lifted to the Herbrand universe in the following sense: 
there exists a substitution o: VAR + TERM such that 
po(too)~p,(t,o)~. . .r>P,(W) 
and there exists an assignment of values on &for the variables possibly free in the 
latter chain that, applied to every element of the chain, returns po(ao) D ’ . . Dp,(U,). 
Proof. Let Z={tj(x,)=s,(x,+,), i=l,..., n-l} and let 0: VAR+& be such that 
O(xi) = bi, i = 1,. . . , n. Then A +&(EO). Apply now Theorem 2.1. 0 
Let us apply the last result to a situation that will occur in Section 3. 
Corollary 2.1. Let P and A be as above. Let Cc, be a closed instance on & of the body 
of a query clause cp and assume there is an atom C (closed on &) such that tj~ a+, C 
and $ a-, C (see definition 1.7 and the following remark). Then there exists o : VAR + 
TERM such that (pu z+, B and (po a-, B, where B is an anti-instance of C in the 
language of the program for which there exists r: VAR + & such that (PUT = $I and 
Br=C. 
Proof. Obtain from the two chains of dependencies the sets of equations 2, and 
Z2 as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 together with all the equations saying that the 
two chains have the same first and last elements or, to be more precise, that the 
first and last elements of the uninstantiated versions of I,/I s+, C and Ic, s_, C can 
be unified. Finally, apply Theorem 2.1. 0 
3. Completeness 
We recall some definitions and results from [9]. Given a program P and IIc 
PRED, we will denote by Pr IL the set of all clauses of P whose predicate symbols 
are in II. Similarly for the definition of comp(P)rLT, but including in comp(P)rLT 
the whole equality theory of camp(P). 
We now introduce a 3-valued immediate consequence operator, first introduced by 
Fitting (see [5]). 
Definition 3.1. T: STR3 + STR3 is the map assigning to every 3-valued L-structure 
A a 3-valued L-structure T(A) with the same domain, the same interpretation of 
constant, function, predicate symbols and equality symbol as A, and such that for 
every n-ary predicate symbol p and for every a E ,pP”, the truth value u E {II, t, f} of 
p(a) in T(A) is defined as 
l v is t iff there is some clause cp in P of the form p(t) + + and there exists an 
assignment of values 0 : VAR + & such that t0 = a and A FX $0; 
l u is f iff for every clause cp in P of the form p(t) + Cc, and for every assignment 
ofvalues 0: VAR+& if tO=a then A+,l$O; 
l v is u otherwise. 
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Proposition 3.1. Let A be in STR3. Then A kX comp( P) iff T(A) = A. 
One easily recognizes Proposition 3.1 as the 3-valued version of the well-known 
2-valued result that characterizes models of comp( P) as fixed points of the immediate 
consequence operator. 
Proposition 3.2. (3-valued completeness of SLDNF-resolution and NAF-rule). 
Suppose P allowed, cp the body of an allowed query clause, u a substitution acting only 
on the variables occurring in cp (u can be only YES if cp is closed). 
(a) Zf camp(P) k=3 V(cpo) then there exists an SLDNF-refutation for Pu {+ cp} 
with computed answer cr. 
(b) Ifcomp( P) I=3 13~ then there exists an SLDNF-finitefailure treefor P u {+ cp}. 
In Kunen’s proof of Proposition 3.2, the condition of allowedness is used not 
only to avoid the extralogical phenomenon of floundering of the computation (see 
[lo]), but also to make sure that each application of the map T relative to the given 
program P, starting from the structure where every predicate symbol gets on each 
n-tuple the value II, will give a finite number of closed computed answers on each 
query clause (see [9] for the details). 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that 0 and II are disjoint subsets of PRED and both 17 and 
l7 u 0 are downward closed. Suppose also II is semi-strict on 0 and A k2 camp(P) r IT. 
Then A has a 2-valued expansion to a 2-valued model for comp(P)r(lT u 0). 
Definition 3.2 (Cavedon [2]). Let P be a program, Ic, = +q a query clause. Let 
PN = {C E HB: for some closed instance p’ of cp on HU, cp’ s+, C and cp’ a_, C} 
(see Definition 1.7 for the notion of signed dependence between bodies of query 
clauses and atoms). We say P u {I/J} is well-behaved if, for each A E L( PN), P u {+-A} 
has either an SLDNF-finite failure tree or an SLDNF-refutation with empty substitu- 
tion as computed answer. 
We now state our main results. 
Theorem 3.1 (Completeness of the SLDNF-resolution). Let Pbe a semi-strictprogram 
and I/I = +‘p a query clause such that P u {I/I} is well-behaved and allowed. If 
comp( P) kz V( cpB), then P u { $} has an SLDNF-refutation with computed answer 0. 
Theorem 3.2 (Completeness of the NAF-rule). Let P be a semi-strict program and 
I,!J = c’p a query clause such that P u { I,!I} is well-behaved and allowed. If 
comp( P) kz 13~, then there exists a Jinitely failed SLDNF-tree for P u {$}. 
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In Kunen’s 2-valued completeness result for SLDNF-resolution and NAF-rule, 
the condition of strictness for program and query clause is assumed. As pointed 
out in the introduction, it is stronger than semi-strictness and well-behavedness. 
Strictness makes possible to transform every 3-valued model of comp( P) in a 2-valued 
model where only the truth values of atoms that are undefined is affected and where 
some additional properties are satisfied. Moreover, strictness allows to perform this 
transformation by induction on the levels induced by the relation of dependence 
between predicate symbols (see [9]). 
We are going to prove that the conditions of semi-strictness and well-behavedness 
allow to proceed in a similar way. Of course, Kunen’s proof has to be modified in 
order to treat atoms which violate strictness. Well-behavedness ensure that these 
atoms can be assigned a truth value in a 2-valued model, while retaining some 
properties and avoiding contradictions (see Remark 3.1 below). 
In order to prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we will show that 2- and 3-valued logical 
consequences of camp(P) are the same if we restrict ourselves to sentences of the 
form VP and %lp, where cp is the body of an allowed query clause. 
Such a result, combined with Proposition 3.2, will allow us to derive immediately 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Indeed, since 3-valued models where the value u is never 
taken behave exactly as ordinary 2-valued models, every 3-valued logical con- 
sequence is also a 2-valued one. 
So, only the following needs to be proved. 
Theorem 3.3. Let P be a semi-strict program and $J = +‘p a query clause such that 
P u { I+!J} is well-behaved. Then 
comp(P)k2V(@) * comp(P)k,V(cpO) and 
comp( P) k2 13~ * comp( P) k3 13~. 
Proof. By contraposition. So, given A k3 camp(P) and VP(X) (13p(x)) f or u in 
A, we will construct B k2 camp(P) where V(cp(x)) (13p(x)) is false. 
Let us assume Vcp(x) (lZlp(x)) to be u in A (Remark 3.2 below will suggest how 
to treat the other, easier, case). Then there is a E &” such that cp’- cp[x/a] is u in 
A. Let x = (x,. . . , x,) be the list of free variables of the query clause $ = +‘p. Let 
Il={p~ PRED: (pap} 
and 
r = {q E PRED: cp a+, q and cp a_, q}, 
where cp up is the relation introduced in Definition 1.7, in which we do not take 
into account the sign of the dependence. Then 
(a) r is downward closed; and 
(b) P is strict on II\K 
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Let 
D = {B E Bn,,._,: cp’a B and B is II in A}, 
E ={BE B,.,,: cp’~ B and B is u in A}. 
The next remark explains the role of the condition of well-behavedness. 
Remark 3.1. For no C E E it can be that cp’ a+, C and q’ Z-, C. For, if it were so, 
since A +3 camp(P) and since in every 3-valued model equality is treated 2-valued, 
by the results proved in Section 2 we could find a substitution u: VAR + TERM 
such that ‘pu a+, B and ?a Z-, B, for some anti-instance B of C on the language 
of the program for which there exists an assignment of values T: VAR + d such 
that (PUT = cp’ and Br = C. 
So B is an instance of Zca({D E HB: DE PN and pred(D) =pred(B)}). Hence, 
by soundness of SLDNF-resolution and NAF-rule with respect to 3-valued logic 
and by the assumption of well-behavedness, we have that every 3-valued model of 
comp( P) is either a model of V B or 13 B. Therefore cp’ cannot depend both positively 
and negatively on any element of E. 
Since in Theorem 3.4 below we will assign truth value t or f to the elements of 
E according to the sign of the dependence of cp’ on them, the condition of well- 
behavedness rules out the eventuality that an element of E has to be assigned truth 
value t and f at the same time. In such a case, our 3-valued model could not be 
transformed into a 2-valued one retaining the properties (1) and (2) in Theorem 3.4. 
We are in the following situation: 
(i) r is a finite set partitioned by =; 
(ii) > is acyclic on r because P is semi-strict. 
We will define a 2-valued model of comp( P) where VP(X) (13q(x)) is false. By 
(i) and (ii), we can proceed by induction on <. We prove a strengthening of 
Proposition 3.3, where we require some additional properties to be satisfied by the 
expansion. The fulfilment of such properties is closely related to the achievement 
of a 2-valued model of cornp(P) which is not a model of VP(X) (139(x), 
respectively). 
Theorem 3.4. Let 0 and 0’ be two disjoint subsets of r such that 0 and 0 u 0’ are 
downward closed. Let M +I comp( P) 10 with the following properties: for all B E Be,* 
(1) If B is t or f in A, then it is t or f in M respectively (i.e. t’s and fs in A are 
preserved ); 
(2) if B is in E, then B is t or f in M, according to whether cp’ depends negatively 
(positively) orpositively (negatively) on B (notice that this condition can be, in principle, 
satisfied by virtue of Remark 3.1). 
Then there exists an expansion of M to a 2-valued model N of comp( P) I(@ u 0’) 
for which (1) and (2) still hold. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume 0’ to be a =-equivalence class 
that is minimal over 0. Consider the map 
7%: ~(&Y,A) x %&,A) + Y(&Y,.A) x ~(&,A) 
defined by the following: let (I,, J,) E !Y( B61.,A) x P(&,,+,) and let (I,, JJ be 
T$(( I,, J,)). Then 
BEI~ e BEI, orpred(B)e@’ 
and there exists a closed instance B+ L,, . . . , L, on Se of a clause in P such that, 
for all i E (1, . . , m}, 
ifpred(L,)+pred(B) then MbLL, and 
if pred ( Li) = pred (B) then L, positive+ Li E I, and L, negative+ Li E J,. 
BEJ, e BEJ, or pred(B)E@’ 
and for every closed instance B+ L,, . . . , L, on d of a clause in P there exists 
iE{l,..., m} such that 
(pred(L,)+pred(B) and M +lLi) or (pred(L,)=pred(B) and 
L, positive* Li E J, and L, negative+ Lj E I,). 
We define a partial orders on 9( BcIS,A) x 9’(Bcj,,A) as follows: 
(I,,J,)c(I,,J,) e Z,cZ,and J,cJ2. 
Notice that (9( Be,,A) x 9’( BHS,,), S) is a complete lattice with respect to com- 
ponentwise set-theoretic inclusion and intersection. Moreover, T$ is monotonic on 
(9( BeS,A) x Y( Bc.jz,A), s). Let T$ta be the usual ordinal power of T$, (intuitively, 
the a-times composition of T$). We define 
FO = {B E B(+.,*: B is f in A or B E E and cp’ depends positively 
(negatively) on B}; 
TO = {B E B,,,,: B is t in A or BE E and cp’ depends negatively 
(positively) on B}; 
(T,, F,) = T$Ta((T,, Fo)), a E On. 
Since T,,.A is monotonic on a complete lattice and since (T,, F,) s (T,, F,) then 
a fixed point above( TO, F,) can be obtained as (T& F[), for some ordinal number 
.tJ (see [lo]). For every a E On, F, n T,, = (b ((see Lemma 3.3 below). 
Remark 3.2. If it were true that VP(X) (lElq(x)) f in A, then it would suffice to 
skip the above construction and define 
F< = {B E B<-).,z,: B is f in A} and 
TE = {B E Bej.,a: B is t in A}. 
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We define a signing S on 0’ as follows: pick P’E 0’ and assign (arbitrarily) 
S(p’)=+l. S(q)=S(p’)*i if q >,p’, for every qE 0’. Let I = T,u{A: AE Be),,*, 
A& FE and S(pred(A)) = +l}. We claim that N = Mu {I} is a 2-valued model of 
comp( P) I(@ u 0’). Also, N preserves all t’s and f’s of A. 
We prove that Z is a fixed point of the immediate consequence map Tp,ey(M) 
defined on 9’(B,,,,) in the usual way. 
(a) Z c T,,(M)(Z). Let BE I. If BE T,, then 
l either B is t in A, hence B E T,JM)(Z) by Proposition 3.1 and by the fact that 
t’s and f’s in A are preserved. 
l or cp’s-, B (‘p’a+, B) and B is u in A; then there must be at least one closed 
instance on ti of a clause in P whose head is B and whose body is made true 
at 0, hence BE T,,(M)(Z). 
l or there is a closed instance B * L,, . . . , L, on & of a clause in P whose body 
is true at &. Then, for all i~{l,..., m}, L, positive+ L, is in TE (and hence in I) 
and L, negative_lL, is in FC (and hence not in I). 
Thus B E T,,(M)(Z). 
If Bg T,u Ft- and S(pred(B)) = +l, then there is at least one closed instance 
B + L,, . . , L, on A of a clause in P such that, for all i E (1, . . . , m}, L, positive+ 
L, E Z and Lj negativeqll, E Z, by definition of I. Hence BE T,,,(M)(Z). 
(b) I? T,,.(M)(Z). Let BE T,,,(M)(Z). Th en there is a closed instance B+ 
L,, . . . , L, on ti of a clause in P such that, for all i E { 1,. . . , m}, 
pred(B)+pred(L,) + Mk L, and 
pred( B) =pred( L,) =3 (L, positive3 L, E I) and (L, negative+ L, G I). 
If all the Li’s such that pred(B) = pred( Li) are in FE u T,, then we are done. If not, 
there is an Lj such that pred( B) -pred(L,) and L, is u in A. Assume L, is positive 
(argue in the same way if L, is negative). Then, since L, E Z, pred(L,) St, p’, Hence 
pred(B) a+, p’. Therefore BE Z (here we use Lemma 3.4 below). Hence, theorem 
3.4 is proved. 0 
It remains to prove that for every cy E On, F,, n T, =(A Let us begin with some 
preliminary lemmas and definitions. 
Definition 3.3. Given a closed instance on & of a clause in P, say B + L,, . . . , L,, 
and given some (Y E On, we will say that its body is true at a if, for all i E (1, . . . , m}, 
pred(B)+pred(L,) =+ MbLi and 
pred (B) = pred ( Lj) + ( Li positive+ Li E T, and Li negative* L, E F,,). 
We will say that its body is f&e at a if there exists i E (1, . . . , WI} such that 
pred(B)+pred(L,) and MblL, or 
pred (B) = pred ( Li) and L, positive+ Li E F, and L, negative* Li E T,,. 
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Lemma 3.1. B E BO,,A, LY E On. 
BET, w B is t in A 
or BEE and p’ >-, B (p’ z+, B). 
or there is y < CY and there is a closed instance on & of a 
clause in P whose head is B and whose body is true at y. 
Proof. (*): trivial. 
(+): by induction on CX. Cases (Y = 0 and (Y a limit can be easily proved. If (Y is 
a successor ordinal, say (Y = p + 1, it suffices to show that for every B E T,\ Tp there 
is a closed instance as above, which is immediate from the definition of T,,A. 0 
. 
Lemma 3.2. B E BBz,A, (Y E On. 
BEF, ($ B is f in A 
or BEE and (~‘a+, B(cp’a-, B) 
or there is y < cr such that the body of every closed instance 
on A of a clause in P whose head is B is false at y. 
Proof. Proceed as in Lemma 3.1. 0 
Now we can state and prove the following. 
Lemma 3.3. For every a E On, F, n T,, = 0. 
Proof. The only nontrivial case is when (Y is a successor ordinal, say (Y = /3 + 1. It 
is clear that (F,\FO) n (T,\ Tp) = 0. So, by inductive hypothesis, it suffices to show 
that 
First of all, we show that F0 n ( Ta\ Tp) = 0. Let B E (T,\ Tp). Then there exists 
y < p and there exists a closed instance on d of a clause in P, say B+ 
B ,,..., B,,lC ,,..., IC,, whose body is true at y. Then (by inductive hypothesis), 
for no y < p, every closed instance on J& of a clause in P whose head is B has body 
false at y. It cannot be that B is f in A, for, if it were so, then, by Proposition 3.1, 
and since t’s and f’s in A are preserved, we would get to a contradiction. 
There is a last case to examine. It could be that BE E and cp’ 2+, B (q~’ a-, B). 
Let B+ B,, . . . , B,,lC’,, . . . , 1C, be the closed instance on J& of a clause in P 
that caused BE (T,\TO). Since Bg Tp, in the above closed instance there must be 
some undefined atoms at 0; but, since cp’>+, B (cp’2_, B), then cp’a+, Bj 
(q’s_, Bi) and cp’ a-, Cj (cp’ z+, C,). So to any such undefined Bi and C,, a truth 
value would have been assigned at 0 in a way that makes the head of the above 
clause f at 0. Hence, by Lemma 3.1, we are done. 
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Let us now prove that ( F,\Fp) n Tp = 0. Let B E (F,\F,). Then there exists some 
y< p such that the body of every closed instance on SQ of a clause in P whose 
head is B is false at p. Then, by inductive hypothesis, it cannot be that, for some 
r<P, the body of some such a clause is true at y. It cannot even be that B is t in 
A. For, if it were so, by Proposition 3.1, we would get to a contradiction. By Lemma 
3.2, it remains to prove that it cannot be B E E and cp’ 2 _, B (cp’ a+, B). Assume 
the contrary. Then there must be a closed instance on & of a clause in P whose 
head is B, otherwise, by Proposition 3.1, B would be f in A and hence B would 
belong to F,; a contradiction. Moreover, in at least one of such clauses, there must 
be some atoms left II by A, while all the other atoms have a value (t or f) that makes 
the body of the clause potentially true at 0 (with the obvious meaning of potential 
truth). Since q’ Z-, B (cp’ z+, B), then q’s_, B, (cp’a,, B,) and cp’ z+, C, 
(cp’ 2 _] C,). But then all the atoms with truth value II in the body would have gotten 
at 0 a truth value that contradicts BE (F,\Fo). Then, for every LY E On, F, n T,, = 
0. 0 
The following has still to be proved: 
Lemma 3.4. Let B E B,.,, . Then B E Tp,(-),( M)( I )=+ B .@ Ft. 
Proof. We prove the contrapositive by induction on (Y s 5. 
(Y = 0. If B is f in A then, since t’s and f’s in A are preserved, by Proposition 3.1 
we are done. If cp’ z+, B (cp’a-, B) and B is II in A, see definitions of To and F. 
to conclude. 
Let (Y = p + 1 and assume our assertion true up to p < 5. Let B E (F,\F,). Then, 
for every closed instance B + B,, . . . , B,, lC,, . . . , TC,, on & of a clause in P 
whose head is B, its body is false at /3. Then either there is some closed atom on 
& whose predicate symbol is strictly smaller than pred(B) that causes the body 
being false at p, or there is Bi such that pred( B) =pred( B,) and Bi E Fp (then Bi g I, 
by inductive hypothesis), or there is C, such that pred( B) = pred( C,) and C, E Tp 
(then C, E I). 
In any case, B e? Tp.+( M)( I). The limit case is routine and is left to the reader. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.3 (continued). We can construct a 2-valued model C of 
comp(P)/r that respects t’s and f’s of A and such that if B is in E, then B is t or 
f in C, according to whether cp’ depends negatively (positively) or positively (nega- 
tively) on B. 
Now we expand C to a 2-valued model D of comp(P)~IZ that respects t’s and 
f’s of A and such that D +=21V((p(x)) (D t==r 3q(x)). Recall that D is {BE 
B ni[‘,A: cp’z B and B is u in A}. It suffices to apply the above construction once 
more (recall also that P is strict on ff\r), by replacing E with D. It is clear that 
in the D so obtained cp’ is f(t). Finally, we expand D to a 2-valued model B of 
camp(P) by noticing that semi-strictness of P allows us to apply Proposition 3.3. 
Of course B I=> lV(cp(x)) (B Kr! 3q(x)). So Theorem 3.3 is proved. 0 
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Now, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 follow immediately from Proposition 3.2. 
4. Final remark 
The completeness result proved in this paper allows the programming construct 
of if-then-else whenever the “if” condition is SLDNF-decidable. This construct is 
represented by 
p(r) + 4(s), r(u) 
AtI + -u?(s), n(w), 
i.e. if q(s) then r(u) else v(w). Under the condition of well-behavedness, the above 
construct is permitted if P u {q(s)} either succeeds or finitely fails. 
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